A novel compact high-impedance surface structure is presented. The periodic branched elements cross over like interdigital capacitors. This structure is adopted to increase the fringe capacitor in order to compress the overall size of the high-impedance surface. Measured results show that 30-40% size reduction could be obtained.
Introduction: In recent years, photonic bandgap (PBG)=electromagnetic bandgap (EBG) structures have been extensively studied in the applications of microwave circuits and antennas, in particular high-impedance (HIP) surfaces [1] [2] [3] . One merit of HIPs is their compact size. The periodic spacing can be about one tenth of the guided wavelength for two-layer HIPs, and for three-layer HIPs, it can be one thirtieth of the guided wavelength [2] . Two-layer structures are very easy to integrate into printed circuits using normal MMIC techniques compared to three-layer structures. However, when the layout of components is required to be very compact, two-layer structures will still be too large. In this Letter, the concept of interdigital capacitors is introduced to the design of two-layer HIPs. The connection of two adjacent elements constructs an interdigital structure, which results a larger fringe capacitor. Thus a very compact HIP can be obtained for much lower frequencies. Effective circuit model: The proposed HIP structure is shown in Fig. 1b , together with the conventional HIP structure in Fig. 1a . The periodic cell is not a square patch in this structure. Its branches cross over with the neighbouring one and construct an interdigital capacitor [4] . We call it an interdigtial HIP (ID-HIP) structure. The value of this interdigital capacitor is obtained similar to [5] . The interdigital capacitor based on the model of two parallel metal plates with finite width is
where w and s are the width of the finger and space respectively. N is the number of fingers and l is the length of the fingers.
is the first kind complete elliptical integral. e r is the relative permittivity of the substrate.
Results: A conventional HIP is designed for comparison. The substrate is 1.5 mm thick with relative permittivity 2.65. The length of the square patch is W ¼ 7 mm, and the periodic spacing is a ¼ 7.3 mm. An 27 Â 27 array is manufactured. The measured result is shown in Fig. 2 . The transmission over a flat metal plate is also measured. The bandgap is from 5.3 to 6.4 GHz. To compare with this conventional HIP, an ID-HIP with the same periodic spacing was designed. For maximum capacitance the finger width and space width should be equal. Based on this rule, an ID-HIP with 11 fingers was designed. Both the finger width and space was 0.15 mm, and the finger was 4 mm long. The square patch was 3.15 mm long. The substrate on which ID-HIP was printed was 1.5 mm thick with relative permittivity of 2.65. Therefore in an array layout, the periodic spacing will be 7.3 mm, all being the same as the conventional HIP except for the geometry structure. A 15 Â 15 array was fabricated and measured. For the measured case, shown in Fig. 3, the bandgap 
